Lights

STREAMLIGHT®

weapon lights

TACTICAL WEAPON LIGHTS

INFORCE

STEINER OPTICS

AUTO PISTOL LIGHT

DBAL-A3 CIVILIAN LASER &
ILLUMINATOR

Versatile, Powerful Pistol
Light With Ambidextrous
Controls

Powerful, Compact,
Feather-Weight Lighting
With Laser Sight Option
Gun-mounted light illuminates dangerous places with
intense,
white light. AmbidexTLR-1/1s
trous, momentary or constanton paddle switch lets you control light output to match your needs.
High-output C4® LED lamp produces a uniform beam with peripheral illumination and no hot spots or shadows. Runs on two CR-123
lithium batteries for up to 2.5 hours of continuous runtime. Rugged aluminum housing has unique locking bar system with interchangeable locating keys for secure mounting directly to MIL-STD
1913 Picatinny, Glock-style, S&W 99, S&W TSW, and Beretta 90-Two
accessory rails. Fits all holsters that accept pistols mounted with the
earlier Streamlight M-3/-5/-6 series lights. a
b
TLR-1 WEAPON LIGHT - TLR-1 produces
300 lumens continuous output. TLR-1s
also outputs 300 lumens and adds a strobe
setting instantly activated by two, rapid,
successive taps on the paddle. TLR-1 HP
TLR-1 HPL
produces a long-range targeting beam that
pushes out to 400 meters. 200 lumen; no strobe. High-output
TLR-1 HL provides up to 630 lumens of intense white light to illuminate large areas, ideal for clearing a room or searching an alley. Also has programmable strobe setting. Available in Black, Flat
Dark Earth (FDE) and Flat Dark Earth Brown. TLR-1 HPL delivers
an astonishing 775 lumens of white light with excellent peripheral
illumination and maximum down-range performance.
SPECS: Machined aluminum, anodized, matte black . 31/4" (8.3cm) long
x 11/2" (3.8cm) wide x 17/16" (3.7cm) high. Uses two CR-123 lithium batteries, included.
#100-003-009AS TLR-1 Weapon Light, 1K119J99����������� $ 119.99
#100-005-925AS TLR-1s Weapon Light w/Strobe, 
1K119L99��������������������������������������������������� 119.99
#100-009-755AS TLR-1s HP Weapon Light, 1K132G52� 139.99
#100-011-713AS TLR-1 HL Weapon Light, Black, 
1K139E99��������������������������������������������������� 139.99
100-018-998AS TLR-1 HL Weapon Light, FDE, 
1K149H99������������������������������������������������� 149.99
100-018-999AS TLR-1 HL Weapon Light, FDE Brown, 
1K149M99������������������������������������������������� 149.99
#100-016-759AS TLR-1 HPL , 1K129J99��������������������������� 129.99
TLR-2 WEAPON LIGHT/LASER SIGHT
- Expands the TLR-1 system with a high
visibility, red 650-660 nm aiming laser
to aid in precise shot placement. Selector switch lets you choose light only, laTLR-2/2s/2 HL G
ser only, or light plus laser illumination.
Laser is fully adjustable for windage
and elevation, with screws mounted in brass bushings for precise
settings and reliable return to zero. TLR-2 produces 300 lumens
continuous light output. TLR-2s outputs 300 lumens and adds a
strobe setting. TLR-2 HL provides up to 630 lumens of intense
white light to illuminate large areas, ideal for clearing a room or
searching an alley. Also has programmable strobe setting. TLR-2
HL G offers an even more powerful 720-lumen light output plus a
510-530 nm green laser for even longer-range targeting than the
red laser TLR-2 models.
SPECS: Machined aluminum, anodized, matte black . 31/4" (8.3cm) long
x 11/2" (3.8cm) wide x 13/4" (4.5cm) high. Uses two CR-123 lithium batteries, included.
#100-004-220AS TLR-2 Weapon Light/Laser Sight, 
1K289H99������������������������������������������������ $ 289.99
#100-005-924AS TLR-2s Weapon Light w/Laser &
Strobe, 1K299M99�������������������������������� 299.99
#100-011-714AS TLR-2 HL Weapon Light/Laser, 
1K299I99�������������������������������������������������� 299.99
#100-016-763AS TLR-2 HL G Weapon Light/Laser, 
1K339P99 ������������������������������������������������ 339.99
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Designed specifically for pistols, this lightweight, low-profile
light delivers a brilliant white
beam, and securely attaches to Glock or MIL-STD 1913 Picatinny
rails. High-efficiency, 200-lumen LED emitter provides up to 1.5
hours of runtime. Easy-to-operate paddles - conveniently positioned on both the left and right sides of the triggerguard - allow
for speedy, ambidextrous operation. User may select between constant-on and momentary-on modes. Attaches/detaches quickly;
no tools required. a
b
SPECS: Fiber composite, matte gray. 3" (7.6cm) OAL. 1.2" (3cm) wide. 2.8
oz. (79.4g). Fits most rail-equipped pistols. Not compatible with Beretta
PX4 Storm or H&K USP. 1.5 hr battery life. Includes universal mount, Picatinny mount, one CR-123A battery, and instructions.
#100-011-625AS Inforce Auto Pistol Light, 
4C131E88 �������������������������������������������������$ 139.99

INFORCE

LED WEAPON LIGHTS
Compact & Powerful
Picatinny Mounted Light;
IR Option Available
Rugged,
powerful
LED
weapon light attaches quickly to any MIL-STD 1913 Picatinny rail to
provide brilliant light for close- to mid-range applications. Easy to
access, integral, rear-facing activation switch toggles between momentary-on, constant-on, strobe, and high/low (user can change
sequence to low/high). Mechanical lockout system prevents accidental activation. White model offers a 200-lumen high mode
with 1.5 hour battery life. Low mode provides 30 lumens for up to
10 hours. White/IR model has 175-lumen white LED output for 1.5
hours, 30 lumens for 10 hours, and adds an infrared light option with
75mW high (3.5 hours) and 25mW low (17 hours) modes. The more
powerful WMLx model produces 500 lumens of brilliant white light
for up to 2 hours. With its penetrating center beam and generous
peripheral light, the WMLx is ideal for long distance target identification. Includes the same modes but without a low setting. a
b
SPECS: Fiber-reinforced hard polymer composite, Black or Flat Dark Earth
(FDE). 4.1" (10.4cm) OAL. 1" (2.5cm) bezel O.D. 3 oz. (85g) wt. Uses one
CR-123A battery, included. WMLx – 5.3" (13.5cm) OAL. 1.1" (2.8cm) bezel
O.D. 4 oz. (113.4g) wt. Uses two CR-123A batteries, included.
#100-009-784AS LED White Weapon Light, Black, 
4C134Q49������������������������������������������������ $ 139.99
#100-009-782AS LED White/IR Weapon Light, Black, 
4C156A03������������������������������������������������ 164.99
#100-015-377AS White/IR Light, FDE, 4C156D03�������� 164.99
#100-015-378AS LED WMLx Weapon Light, Black, 
4C158L09������������������������������������������������ 169.99
#100-015-379AS LED WMLx Weapon Light, FDE, 
4C158K09������������������������������������������������ 169.99

TACTICAL ILLUMINATOR MOUNT - Tough,
polymer mount attaches to AR-15 handguards to
accept your TLR-1/-2 or M-3/-5/-6 light. Winged
end stop keeps light from sliding off.
SPECS: Polymer, black, matte finish. 80-90 lumens.
3.4" (8.6cm) L, 1.57" (4cm) W, 1.52" (3.8cm) H. 3.3 oz
(904 g) wt. Accepts TLR-1/-2 and M-3/-5/-6 lights. Includes lithium batteries. Mounting hardware and instructions included.
#100-000-831AS Tactical Illuminator Mount,
1K18G99 �����������������������������������������������������$ 18.99

Brings Military Type
Technology To
The Civilian Market
Compatible with NVD, this
civilian grade DBAL-A3 comes
with an infrared illuminator, infrared pointer and the brightest visible aiming laser allowed by law. Adjustable IR illuminator
allows the user to switch from a narrow 2° beam to a wide 30°
beam that floods an area with infrared light for easy surveillance
with night vision devices. The IR laser can be seen for 275 yards
while the green aiming laser is visible out to more than 800 yards.
Both the IR laser and visible laser are co-aligned, meaning the lasers
can be simultaneously zeroed. Sight includes a single laser activation switch, high/low power modes plus low profile windage and
elevation adjustments. Dual remote cable ports allow the operator
to plug a tactical light directly into the laser housing. The DBAL-A3
also includes mounting holes for a flip-up front sight, sub-miniature
red dot sight or a MIL-SPEC-1913 top rail. Robust aluminum sight is
as rugged and reliable as the military issued device it’s based on. Item
ships directly from manufacturer. Please allow 5 additional business
days for delivery. a
b
SPECS: 6061-T6 aluminum, Type III hardcoat anodized, matte black or
desert sand. 3.5" (8.9cm) long, 2.75" (6.9cm) wide, 1.5" (3.8cm) high. 8
oz. (226.8g) wt. 532 NM, 5MW, Class IIIA, green laser. Includes (1) CR123A battery.
#100-017-785AS DBAL-A3 Laser, Black, 8H1239F99�� $ 1239.99
#100-017-786AS DBAL-A3 Laser, Desert Sand, 
8H1289B99�������������������������������������������� 1289.99

Streamlight
Positively Identify & Acquire
Your Target
Engineered to fit today’s
most popular compact and subcompact handguns, this combination light and laser sight helps
you easily identify and acquire a
target. With its C4 LED and textured reflector, the light casts a
100-lumen beam out to almost
300 feet. The red laser is centered in the light beam, allowing you
to get on target quickly in a high-stress situation when adrenaline is
pumping. Ambidextrous switch lets you select laser only, LED only,
or both laser and LED. Light automatically shuts off after 10 minutes
to preserve battery life. Sturdy, impact-resistant, reinforced polymer
body doesn’t add an ounce of unnecessary weight or bulk to your
pistol. Laser can be adjusted for windage and elevation. TLR-6 is sold
with gun-specific mounting hardware or Combo Pack that includes
LED/laser module and mounting hardware to fit all the pistols listed
below. a
b
SPECS: Hard polymer housing, black or Flat Dark Earth (FDE) Brown. 2.3"
(5.8cm) long, .85" (22mm) wide, 1.4" (3.6cm) high. 1.3 oz. (36g) wt. 640660nm red laser. Includes two 3V CR-1/3 N lithium batteries.
#100-017-571AS TLR-6, Glock 42/43, 1K99H99 ������������ $ 99.99
#100-018-991AS TLR-6, Glock 42/43, FDE Brown, 
1K99H99���������������������������������������������������� 99.99
#100-018-992AS TLR-6, Glock 26/27/33, 1K99P99�������� 99.99
#100-018-993AS TLR-6, S&W M&P Shield, 1K99D99������ 99.99
#100-018-994AS TLR-6, Kahr, 1K99B99���������������������������� 99.99
#100-018-995AS TLR-6, Sig Sauer P238/P938, 
1K99D99���������������������������������������������������� 99.99
#100-018-996AS TLR-6, Kimber Micro, 1K99C99 ���������� 99.99
#100-018-997AS TLR-6 Combo Kit, 1K119L99 ���������������� 119.99

SINCE 1939

TLR Power In A Pistol-Mountable
Package!
Even smaller than the popular
TLR-1/2 series, this ultra-low-profile
light uses the same system of interchangeable locating keys as the rest
of the TLR series to fit a wide variety
of pistol receiver rails. Streamlight’s C4 LED technology project a
high intensity, 90-lumen beam, while electronic power-control
system helps maintain consistent brightness. Parabolic reflector and
Borofloat glass lens produce a focused beam with minimal fade at
the edges. One CR2 lithium battery, included, provides 11/2 hours of
continuous operation and a storage life up to 10 years. Ambidextrous switch offers an instant choice of momentary or steady-on
operation. Rail clamp system allows easy, one-handed attachment/
removal from the side of the weapon, so hands stay away from the
muzzle. Waterproof to 1 meter for 30 minutes. a
b
SPECS: Reinforced polymer body and anodized aluminum lens assembly,
3
1
1
black. 2 /4" (7cm) long, 1 /8" (2.9cm) wide, 1 /2" (3.8cm) high from top of
rail clamp to bottom of housing. 2.4 oz. (67g) weight with battery. Fits
MIL-STD 1913 Picatinny rail, and includes five rail keys to allow installation
on Beretta 90-Two and Vertec, Glock, Kel-Tec PF-9, Kimber TLE/RLII, Sig
GSR, Smith & Wesson M&P and TSW, Springfield XD compact and full
frame, Springfield 1911, and others.
#100-004-290AS TLR-3 Weapon Light, 1K79J99�������������$ 79.99

Surefire

X300 Ultra Weapon Light
Compact Light Works
On Both Handguns &
Long Guns

TLR-6 Weapon Light

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

TLR-3 COMPACT WEAPON LIGHT

Lightweight, powerful
weaponlight has integral
mount that fits onto both
handgun rails and Picatinny rails and gives blinding
illumination and fast target
identification. Intuitive, ambidextrous controls make it easy to activate the light and to switch between momentary- and constant-on.
Accepts Surefire remote switches, sold separately, that allow for
handgun grip activation, or mounting on longer rifles and shotguns.
With a maximum output of up to 600 lumens, it has an LED lamp that
runs for up to 1.5 hours on 2 123A batteries, included. a
b
SPECS: 3.6" (9.1cm) long. 4 oz. (113g) wt with batteries.
#152-000-156AS X300 Ultra Weapon Light, 
2E269G99������������������������������������������������ $ 269.99

SUREFIRE ST07

REMOTE TAIL SWITCH
Put Switch Exactly Where You Want It For
Instantaneous Light Activation
Sealed, weatherproof pressure switch lets you remotely activate
your SureFire WeaponLight for immediate, on-demand target illumination. Plugs directly into the tail cap switch of a variety of SureFire
lights. Comes with a 7" long cable ending in the pressure pad that can
be taped to the forearm or vertical grip of a tactical rifle or shotgun.
Fits all Surefire lights with a plug-in socket in the tailcap, including
the X300, X400, XT, Scout Light, Millenium Universal, and Classic
Universal lights. NSN #5930- 01-531-2192. a
b
SPECS: Plastic housing, black. 7" long cable w/sealed synthetic rubber
pressure switch.
#152-000-065AS ST07 Remote Switch, 2E61M38 �����������$ 62.99

Office/Tech: 641-623-5401

X400 ULTRA WEAPON
LIGHT/LASER
SUREFIRE

Compact, lightweight weapon light provides powerful target
illumination for tactical pistols
equipped with Picatinny and Universal Standard mounting rails.
Solid-state, shock-isolated, electronically controlled LED outputs
500 lumens of intense, white light for up to 11/2 hours runtime. LED
is protected by a tempered Pyrex® lens; anti-reflective coating ensures maximum light transmission. Specially engineered Total Internal Reflection focusing lens tightens light beam to project a more
focused beam at longer distances, yet provides enough surround
beam to support peripheral vision. Ambidextrous constant on/off
toggle switch provides fail-safe operation under stress. Push button, spring-loaded mounting clamp allows you to instantly attach or
detach light for any situation. O-ring sealed fittings are waterproof
to 70 feet. Adapter plates and mounting hardware for Picatinny and
Universal Standard rails included. Includes the same powerful 500
lumen LED and other technical features as the X300 with the addition of a fully-adjustable, super-bright red aiming laser that puts
you on target immediately. Makes the X400 the perfect choice for
military, law enforcement, and self defense use. Laser outputs 5 milliwatts at a wavelength of 635 nanometers, making the beam brighter and more visible than comparable units. Five-position switch,
located behind the laser, offers four modes of operation, including
light only, laser only, light and laser together, and two disable positions. Nylok® adjustment screws won’t back out under recoil, so loss
of zero is a thing of the past. Fully sealed to keep dust and moisture
out. Includes adapters and hardware for mounting to Picatinny and
Universal Standard rails. a
b
SPECS: Aluminum body, mil-spec Type III hardcoat anodized, black. Ap5
7
prox. 3 /8" (9.2cm) long, 1 /16" (3.7cm) wide, 17/8" (4.8cm) high. 4.4 oz. (125g)
wt., with two, included, CR-123A lithium batteries installed. Output: 500
lumens of light for up to 1½ hours.
#152-000-137AS X400 Ultra Weapon Light/Laser, 
2E535P99 �������������������������������������������������$ 535.99

TAC-STAR WLS 2000

WEAPON LIGHT

Secure Temporary Attachment Of
Tactical Gear To Weapons
A strong, waterproof, nonreflective tape
for secure but temporary attachment of pressure switches or as camo to break up your
gun’s silhouette. Use to tape down zippers,
swivels, straps and other sources of noise that
could give away your position during stealthy
operations. Has a thousand and one other uses in the field, in the
armory, or on your workbench. This is vinylcoated, high thread
count cloth tape, not cloth reinforced vinyl “duct” tape. Tears off
the roll clean and straight. High-tack, synthetic rubber adhesive
won’t leave behind sticky residue and provides excellent adhesion
and conformability over a wide temperature range. 42 lb. per inch
tensile strength means this tape won’t come loose during stressful
tactical operations. Once you’ve used this stuff, you won’t settle for
ordinary electrical or duct tape ever again! a
b
SPECS: Vinyl coated cotton cloth, synthetic rubber resin adhesive. 1"
(2.5cm) wide, 180′ (55m) long, .001" (12 mil) thick. Available in Black and
Coyote Brown.
#100-002-654AS Tactical Tape, Black, 5A11B45 ���������������$ 15.99
#100-002-656AS Tactical Tape, Coyote Brown, 
5A12G88����������������������������������������������������� 18.49

COMMAND ARMS

FLASHLIGHT/LASER MOUNT
Five-Position Mount For Rifle Or
Pistol Accessory Rails
Combat-proven,
fiber-filled
polymer
mounts easily and securely slide onto Picatinny
or Weaver-style rails to provide a stable mounting platform for 1" O.D. flashlights/lasers. Springloaded, push-button release facilitates quick attach/detach, and the integrated C-clamp firmly
tightens to ensure maximum light retention. Pivots and locks into
five, definable positions up to 90° left or right of center allowing you
to reposition the flashlight, so it’s exactly where you need it.
SPECS: Fiber-filled polymer, black. Accepts 1" (2.5cm) O.D. lights/lasers.
23/4" (7cm) long. 1.5" (3.8cm) wide, 21/2" (6.3cm) tall. 2.8 oz (79g) wt.
#100-003-353AS 5-Position Flashlight/Laser Mount, 
6C15D90�����������������������������������������������������$ 16.99

MISSION FIRST TACTICAL

TACSTAR

FAS2 TACTICAL LIGHT MOUNT

UNIVERSAL FLASHLIGHT MOUNT

Get Flashlight Illumination &
Keep Both Hands On Your Gun
Injection-molded, reinforced, polymerresin mount makes it easy to use your handheld
flashlight as a weaponlight in tactical situations.
Accepts any light with a 1" body. Screw-adjustable, radiused pads hold light tightly in place;
push-button locking system gives quick attachment and removal.
Use on rifle or shotgun equipped with Picatinny or Weaver-style
rails. a
b
SPECS: Polymer, black. 13/4" (4cm) long, 13/4" (4cm) high, 11/4" (3.2cm) wide.
Accepts flashlights with a 1" O.D. body.
#100-001-022AS FAS2 Mount, 9C15J03�����������������������������$ 16.99

BERETTA 92/96 & 1911 AUTO

LIGHT RAIL MOUNT
Add Lights & Lasers To
Non-Railed Frames
Add-on light rail makes it cost-effective to convert any 1911 Auto-type
pistol or early model Beretta 92/96 pistol
without an integral frame rail to accept a
wide assortment of popular weapon lights and lasers. Rail attaches
permanently with the supplied screws and Acraglas Gel® to form a
seamless mate with the dust cover. Aluminum model keeps aluminum-framed pistols lightweight and maneuverable. Steel version
provides extra strength and added weight for improved balance and
recoil control, plus it can be welded into place and finish-shaped for
a “built-in” appearance on steel framed pistols. Installation requires
permanent alteration of the frame and must be completed by a
competent gunsmith or machinist. a
b
SPECS: Aluminum or steel, matte black. 19/16" (4cm) long, 13/16" (2.1cm)
wide, 3/8" (9.5mm) high. Weight: Aluminum - .6 oz. (17g). Steel - 1.2 oz.
(34g). Fits Beretta 92/96 and 1911 Auto-type pistols. Slot centers located
.510" from each end.
#078-000-076AS Alum. Light Rail Mount, 8G42G56������ $ 49.99
#078-000-078AS Steel Light Rail Mount, 8G43M02������� 49.99

VIKING TACTICS

GLOCK
Compact, Powerful, Multi-Configuration
Light System For Rifles & Shotguns
Clamp-on light system for rifles and shotguns puts control of 75
lumens (15,000 candle power) of bright, white light at your touch to
illuminate your intended target. Multi-configuration system lets you
choose the setup that suits your needs: a push button tailcap switch
or the pressure-sensitive on/off switch with expandable coiled cord
that attaches to a vertical grip or forearm and provides instant activation without shifting your grip. Includes two clamps that allow
mounting to a variety of guns ranging from .22 caliber rifles to 12
gauge shotguns. Light body of machined aluminum is lightweight
yet strong, with a knurled surface for nonslip engagement with the
barrel clamp. “O” ring seals protect against shock and make the WLS
2000 water-proof to 100 feet. Shock-resistant, fixed-beam, Xenon
gas filled bulb; up 1 hour continuous output from a pair of lithium
batteries. a
b
SPECS: 6061 T6 aluminum, anodized, black. Body - 41/2" (11.4cm) long,
1" (2.5cm) diameter. Reflector - 11/4" (3.1cm) diameter. Mounting Clamps
- Steel, black oxide finish. 5.7 ounces (170g) total weight with batteries.
Includes two CR-123A lithium batteries, rifle and shotgun barrel clamps,
mounting hardware, and instructions.
#867-000-023AS WLS 2000 Weapon Light, 7F86L47 ���� $ 90.99

FLASHLIGHT/LASER MOUNT
Offset For Fast, Easy Access
To Activation Switches

Converts Early Model Pistols To
Accept Weapon Lights & Lasers
It’s now possible to upgrade
the hundreds upon thousands of
early model Glock medium frame
pistols in the 17/19 family to accept
an assortment of weapon lights
and lasers without the expense of
replacing the original frames. This
low profile, add-on rail permanently attaches to the dust cover for
solid mounting of the most popular pistol-mounted combat accessories. Mount is contoured for a smooth, clean appearance and
features a milled slot for unobstructed viewing of the factory serial
number plate. Provided nut plate and screws completely immobilize
rail from all movement, even after thousands of rounds with extra
power loads. Installation requires permanent alteration of the frame
and must be completed by a competent gunsmith or machinist. a
b
SPECS: Aluminum, matte black. 11/2" (3.8cm) long, 13/16" (2.1cm) wide, 1/4"
(6.4mm) high. .4 oz. (11.3g) wt. Fits early model Glock 17/19 pistols without
integral frame rail. Requires gunsmith fitting.
#078-000-079AS Tactical Light Mount, 9A60B04 ���������� $ 65.99

Orders/Tech: 800-741-0015

Made especially to mount flashlights to your
shotguns and rifles without modifications to the
barrel. This all-steel, two-piece light mount fasten
securely to the barrel with two Allen head screws
- Allen wrench and two spare screws included. a
b
SPECS: Steel, gloss black finish. Attaches 1" light to 3/4"
to 1" barrel. Two extra Allen head screws included.
#867-000-011AS #4 Universal Flashlight Mount, 
7F16K92������������������������������������������������������� $ 17.99

WILSON COMBAT

®

TACTICAL LIGHT MOUNT

Steel, Two-Piece Mount
Clamps Securely To Barrel

Extra-wide, offset base
mounts flashlights and lasers
to any railed handguard for
easy light/laser activation using your thumb without your hand ever
leaving the handguard or vertical grip. Ambidextrous design can be
installed at the 3- or 9- o’clock positions to accommodate right- or
left-handed shooters. Two, steel, Allen head screws pull the clamp
tight to the rail, so it won’t shoot loose. Made from lightweight, PVC
alloy thermoplastic that’s resistant to most solvents. Adjustable to
fit flashlights and lasers from .800" to 1" diameter. a
b
SPECS: PVC alloy themoplastic, Black, Coyote Tan, or Flat Dark Earth. 11/2"
1
1
(3.8cm) long, 2 /2" (6.3cm) wide, 1 /4" (3.2cm) high. 1.8 oz. (51g) weight. Fits
.800" (20mm) to 1" (2.5cm) diameter flashlight and laser.
#100-004-371AS Flashlight/Laser Mount, Black, 
7K22G74 �����������������������������������������������������$ 24.99
#100-004-372AS Flashlight/Laser Mount, Coyote, 
7K22H74 ����������������������������������������������������� 24.99
#100-005-402AS Flashlight/Laser Mount, Flat Dark
Earth, 7K22K74 ����������������������������������������� 24.99

order on the web

brownells.com

SCOPE ACCESSORY MOUNT
For Mounting Light Or Red Dot Sight
On A 1" Scope Tube
Compact, rugged mount fully machined
from 6061 T6 aluminum clamps directly to any
1" diameter scope tube and provides 13/16" of
Picatinny rail space for mounting a light, red dot
sight, laser, or other accessory. Enables quick
transition from long-range (scope) targeting to
close-range (red dot) simply by shifting your eyes. Durable hardcoat anodized finish resists surface wear and matches most tactical
scope finishes. a
b
SPECS: 6061 T6 Aluminum, hardcoat anodized, matte black. 13/16" long
rail. Fits 1" scope tube.
#965-000-099AS Scope Accessory Mount, Only, 
5F64M99���������������������������������������������������� $ 64.99

FALCON INDUSTRIES AR-15/M16

UNIVERSAL ACCESSORY MOUNTING
PLATFORM
Easy Installation;
Mount Tactical Accessories
Injection-molded, nylon-based, polymer platform installs easily
on tube and conventional two-piece AR-15 handguards to mount
lights, lasers, and tactical gear. Six mounting holes and lots of slots
make it adaptable to different situations. Comes complete with
three mounting screws and flat nuts. Accepts Picatinny accessories. a
b
SPECS: Injection-molded polymer, black. 55/8" (14.3cm) OAL.
#573-000-027AS Universal Accessory Mounting
System, 3G8M87�������������������������������������� $ 10.75

LITE MOUNT TECHNOLOGIES

TACTICAL SHOTGUN MOUNT
Won’t Interfere With Sights
Contoured, aluminum mount clamps to the
extended magazine tube for secure mounting
of a flashlight or laser sight on tactical shotguns.
Positions the light/laser below the barrel for a
clear line of sight. a
b
SPECS: 6061-T6 aluminum, black matte finish. Fits
1" (2.5cm) dia. magazine tube and accepts 1" dia. flashlight or laser.
#100-000-400AS 1" Tactical Light/Laser Mount, 
2Z29P16�������������������������������������������������������$ 33.99
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weapon lights

Powerful Tactical Illumination
For Rail-Equipped Handguns

TACTICAL TAPE

books & videos

weapon lights

VLTOR

SCOUT MOUNT
Turns Handheld
Flashlight Into
Compact, Rail-Mounted
Weaponlight

Flashlight not included.

SMQ-OCG Off-Set

SM-E/SM-I

All-metal, low-profile mount converts a SureFire or similar
handheld tactical flashlight into a compact weaponlight that gives
you the versatility of weapon-mounted illumination without the expense of a separate light. Quick-detach design lets you remove the
light from the gun and return it to handheld use in seconds. Triplefunction cross-bolt with large, easy-grasp thumbscrew tightens the
mount around the light body to prevent slippage under recoil and
clamps the mount to any MIL-STD 1913 Picatinny accessory rail. Also
serves as a recoil lug to prevent unwanted movement of the mount
on the rail. Retaining pin captures cross-bolt so it can’t fall off when
the mount is removed from the weapon. Models available to fit three
flashlight body diameters, listed below. Off-set models let you position the light to the left, right, or below the rail, approximately 11/4"
off-set from the centerline of the rail. SM-OCG – Dual thumbscrew
cross-bolts ensure extra secure attachment to rail. SMQ-OCG adds
an American Defense quick-release release lever for ultra-fast attachment and removal. Lever releases the mount only when you
depress the release tab, and may be configured to swing to the front
or the rear. Mount is adjustable to ensure a secure, no-slip fit on any
Picatinny rail, including over- or under-sized commercial rails. a
b
SPECS: Aluminum, hardcoat anodized, matte black. Steel cross-bolt,
black. SM-E fits lights with .810" to .826" O.D., including SureFire Executive series. SM-OCG off-set mount fits flashlights with 1.010" to 1.040"
O.D., including Surefire G- and CK-series. SMQ-OCG quick-release offset mount accepts flashlights with .980" to 1.040" O.D., including SureFire
G- and CK-series.
#100-003-714AS SM-E Scout Mount, 3A33L99�����������������$ 33.99
#100-004-279AS SM-OCG Off-Set Scout Mount, 
3A56N99����������������������������������������������������� 56.99
#100-004-711AS SMQ-OCG Off-Set Scout Mount, 
3A80H99����������������������������������������������������� 80.99

SUREFIRE

SF-123A LITHIUM BATTERIES

MIDWEST INDUSTRIES

Latest Edition

M14/M1A TACTICAL LIGHT MOUNT

BVL-530 FLASHLIGHT

Lightweight, Easy To Install Mount
Provides A Rugged Platform For
Your Lights & Accessories
When you’re shooting in low light
conditions, you want to be sure your light stays fastened securely to
your rifle, especially with heavy-recoil M14 and M1A’s. Lightweight
construction keeps weapon balance changes to a minimum. Attaches firmly to the barrel and gas piston tube and allows you to
mount lights, lasers, or accessories on the right or left hand side.
Front of each Picatinny rail features a socket for a pushbutton QD
sling swivel. Will not interfere with stock removal during field stripping and cleaning. No gunsmithing required. a
b
SPECS: Aluminum, CNC machined from billet hard-coat anodized to MilSpec, black. Rail is 215/16" (7.5cm) long, 13/16" (2.1cm) wide. Allen wrenches
included.
#100-002-327AS M14/M1A Tactical Light Mount, 
2A61P32������������������������������������������������������ $ 64.99

MESA TACTICAL REMINGTON/BENELLI

TACTICAL BARREL/MAGAZINE CLAMP
Secures Extended Mag Tube & Mounts
Accessories Up Front
Lightweight, aluminum clamp locks barrel and extended magazine tube together
to form a rigid, rock-solid assembly. Can
be used as a tactical light mount: install a 1"
diameter light in one side of the clamp and
secure the other side to the barrel or magazine. Left- and right-side
sling swivel sockets accept standard pushbutton swivels. Two steel
Allen head screws pull the clamp halves together for a tight, non-slip
hold. Also available with a 2" long, 4-slot, MIL-STD 1913 Picatinny rail
that can be installed in the 3- or 9- o’clock position, for mounting
additional accessories. Fits Remington 870, 1100, 11-87 and Benelli
M1, M2, M4, M1014, 12 gauge shotguns. a
b
SPECS: 6061 T6 aluminum, mil-spec Type 3 hardcoat anodized, matte
black. Clamp - 11/2" (3.8cm) long, 17/16" (3.5cm) wide, 15/8" (4.1cm) high.
Rail - 2" (5.1cm) long. Includes mounting hardware. Fits Remington
870/1100/11-87 and Benelli M1/M2/M4/M1014, 12 gauge only.
#100-004-032AS Barrel/Mag Clamp, w/Rail, 5A79C74 ��� $ 83.99
#100-005-447AS Barrel/Mag Clamp, Only, 5A54L99������ 54.99

Compact, Powerful,
Adaptable, Durable
– And Affordable
When we decided to design
our own flashlight, we started
with a list of “mission critical”
features. We wanted a compact
light that fits comfortably in the hand, yet is super-bright, with an
ultra-reliable, shockproof LED “emitter,” rather than a traditional
light bulb with a filament that’s easily broken on impact or under
recoil when mounted on a gun. We wanted a rugged, machined
aluminum body that’s 1" wide, so it’ll fit a lot of popular gun mounts,
and O-ring sealed to make it waterproof. The light had to run on two
readily available CR-123A lithium batteries because so many law enforcement, military, and civilian shooters already have devices that
use those. And we wanted to offer these lights at a really affordable
price that says, “Hey, why not buy two?!” We think we’ve achieved
all those goals (and then some!) with the Brownells Versatile Light.
The BVL530’s powerful CREE® XM-L2 LED emitter gives an astonishing 530 lumens maximum output, with Low (175 lumen) - brighter
than “high” mode on a lot of other lights - and Ultra-Low (13 lumen) modes available. High mode can be set to steady-on or strobe.
Change modes by hitting a simple sequence of “clicks” on the sealed
rubber tailcap switch. All this power sticks around, too: you get up
to 2.5 hours continuous output in High mode, and an amazing 9
hours in Low. Comes with accessories to help you customize your
BVL530 to your needs: a spring-steel pocket clip and a free-spinning
lanyard loop that rotates a full 360° so the lanyard (also included)
won’t get tangled. There’s a silicone rubber ring that slides over the
body to serve as a finger stop when employing the popular “syringe”
grip technique. All of these items are easily installed and removed
as you need them.
SPECS: 6061 T6 aluminum body 303 stainless steel "strike" bezel, matte
black finish. 53/8" (13.6cm) OAL, 13/8" (3.5cm) maximum O.D. at bezel, 1"
(2.5cm) O.D. body. 6 oz. (169g) wt. Output levels and run times: High (530
lumen), 2.5 hours; Low (175 lumen), 9 hours; Ultra-Low (13 lumen), 150
hours; Strobe (530 lumen), 7 hours. Runs on two CR-123A lithium batteries or one 18650 x1 Li-Ion rechargeable cell, not included.
#080-001-089AS Brownells BVL-530 Flashlight, 
5C69A67�����������������������������������������������������$ 79.99

Always Have Spares So You’re Never
In The Dark
Direct replacements for CR‑123A
type batteries used in many weapon
lights, hand-held lights and powered
optics. a
b
#152-000-023AS SF-123 Batteries, 2-Pak, 2E4N49 �����������$ 4.49
#749-003-691AS SF-123A Batteries, 12 Pak, 2E24A99������� 24.99

DURACELL®

PROCELL BATTERIES
®

Economical bulk packs of
Duracell alkaline batteries in sizes
commonly-used by shooters for
electronic muffs, flashlights, red
dot sights, timers, and other electronic shooting accessories. a
b
#100-010-675AS
#100-010-676AS
#100-010-677AS
#100-010-679AS

AA Batteries, 24-Pak, 3F10C99������������ $ 10.99
AAA Batteries, 24-Pak, 3F9L99 ������������
9.99
CR-123A Batteries, 6-Pak, 3F17M99�� �� 17.99
CR-2032 Batteries, 6-Pak, 3F7N99������
7.99
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BLUE BOOK OF GUN VALUES

NM COLLECTOR

GUN COLLECTOR SOFTWARE

LITE MOUNT TECHNOLOGIES

3-RAIL PICATINNY SHOTGUN MOUNT
Mounts Easily Under Barrel;
Accepts Picatinny Accessories
Rigid, aluminum, tri-rail mount lets
you attach picatinny accessories such as
lights, lasers, and other tactical equipment
to your shotgun. Installs on the magazine
tube without modifications to the gun, and
will hold up to three attachments. Low mounting point keeps lights
and lasers in proper alignment with the shot pattern and prevents
interference with iron sights. Secures with two 8/32" clamping screws.
Models for most popular brands of tactical shotguns. a
b
SPECS: 6061-T6 aluminum, matte black. 15/8" (4.2cm) long. 1" - Fits Winchester, Remington, and FN shotgun magazine tubes. 25mm - Fits Mossberg and Ithaca shotgun magazine tubes. 26mm - Fits Benelli and Franchi
SPAZ shotgun magazine tubes.
#100-002-041AS 1" 3-Rail Shotgun Mount, 2Z49L39�����$ 54.99
#100-002-015AS 25mm 3-Rail Shotgun Mount, 
2Z49C39����������������������������������������������������� 54.99
#100-002-052AS 26mm 3-Rail Shotgun Mount, 
2Z49N39����������������������������������������������������� 54.99

Catalog Your Entire Gun Collection
On Your Computer
Keep track of every aspect of your
gun collection with this database program conveniently loaded on a USB
flash drive. Create detailed files on
individual guns with model number,
serial number, purchase date, purchase price, sale price, and appraised
value—even lets you attach photos to each entry. Searchable database has a statistics feature that lets you track both the appraised
and realized value of individual firearms, or your entire collection.
Print hard copy reports and personalized gun tags, even customize
the screen appearance, modify or add field headings, and add your
own drop-down values. Runs off the USB drive, so it can be plugged
into any computer, the program can also be permanently installed
on one computer. Drive is built into a durable wooden carrying case
with a handy rope lanyard. Free upgrades downloadable from Internet with purchase. a
b
SPECS: Requires Java 6 run-time engine; compatible with Windows, Mac
(OS 10.4 and above), and Linux operating systems.
#100-005-296AS Gun Collector Software, 2Z43N52�������$ 49.99

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

SINCE 1939

S.P. Fjestad. Over 2,500 pages. 6" x
9". Softbound. Complete guide includes
over 30,000 accurate model descriptions,
180,000 prices, dates of manufacture,
proof marks, and percentage value pricing
for current and discontinued, domestic,
foreign and military guns, major trademark
antiques, and commemorative models.
Color photo section clearly shows examples of various firearms in 0%-100% condition and explains the Photo Percentage
Grading System (PPGS) to help you determine the accurate value of any firearm. a
b
#117-000-020AS Blue Book of Gun Values 37th Edition, 
7A44I26������������������������������������������������������ $ 49.99

GUNSMITHS DATA RING BINDER
Super-Sized, Super-Tough For
Instructions, Newsletters, Drawings &
Notes
125-thousandths thick, leather-grained
high-density polyolefin that’s nearly indestructible. Lays flat; includes ring opener/
closer, levers top and bottom, wide page lifters front and back, and label holder on spine.
SPECS: 115/8" x 31/8" thick. Holds up to 21/2" thick
page stack.
#263-250-000AS Data Ring Binder, 8K16M87������������������� $ 17.99

14th Edition

CARTRIDGES OF THE WORLD
Frank C. Barnes, edited by W. Todd
Woodard. 688 pages. 81/4" x 11". Softbound.
Completely revised and much expanded
edition of the definitive book on all kinds of
cartridges—metallic, rimfire, centerfire, paper, new, old, rifle, shotgun, pistol, revolver,
factory, wildcat—all the way back to the
1850s. Coverage new to this edition includes
many new factory and wildcat listings, plus
a 64-page full color section with articles
by prominent gun writers. A must-read for
anybody planning to build a rifle around a
wildcat cartridge. Over 1,500 photos. a
b
#491-000-066AS Cartridges of the World, 1D23Q23������� $ 27.99

GUNSMITHING
Roy F. Dunlap. 848 pages. 53/4" x 81/2".
Hardbound. Reprint of a classic, one of
the most complete and thorough works
on gunsmithing ever written. Practical,
useful and entertaining information on
every phase of traditional gun work from
selection of the stock blank on through
to the metal engraving and bluing. Over
95 photos, plus 140 diagrams and illustrations, combined with detailed instructions provide a wealth of knowledge for
both amateur and professional gunsmith
alike. a
b
#825-000-002AS Gunsmithing, 8B37I03 �������������������������� $ 39.99

Office/Tech: 641-623-5401

